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ABSTRACT 

Egypt is experiencing a rapid economic growth, developments in urban areas in addition to 

shrinking in green area and that leads to the occurrence of environmental problems such as drought, 

pollutants and the phenomenon of heat island in the urban areas. This paper therefore focuses on the 

benefits and techniques of the vertical gardens as a solution of environmental problems in Cairo as 

the vertical gardens may contribute in significant environmental, social and economic benefits in the 

urban environment with high population density. 

Moreover, the paper highlights on the examples of architectural buildings integrated with vertical 

gardens as new urban perspectives to face climate change and the energy crisis.  

The paper aims to provide a checklist for vertical gardens design as an evidence of future efforts 

to implement the strategy of the vertical greening garden in Cairo. Moreover, this paper discusses 

the prior knowledge of the residents towards the phenomena of the green wall and the factors which 

affected its implementation. 

 Finally, the paper is concluding with a checklist of design considerations for vertical garden and 

several recommendations for using vertical garden technique as an alternative innovative technology 

to sustainable urban development which fits the urban structure in Cairo. 

Keywords: Vertical Garden, Green Wall, Green façade, Vertical Garden systems, energy saving  

1. Introduction 

Throughout history the greening of outside walls and roofs of buildings has taken place. 

Reasons for doing so were the increase of insulation (keep cool in summer and keep cold out 

in winter), improved aesthetics, improved indoor and outdoor climate, reduce the greenhouse 

gases such as Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) 

as well as increasing ecological values by creating habitats for birds and insects. [1]. 

Over the years, replacement of vegetated surfaces with impervious surfaces in urban areas 

has resulted in the increase in temperature compared to the surrounding rural areas. Since the 

paved surfaces absorb, retain, and reradiate more solar energy than grasses and trees. The 

ambient temperature in urban area could be 6ºC warmer than the air in rural areas [2]. 

Vertical Garden is essential for the improvement of the built environment’s 

sustainability. Their implementation is also ecologically and aesthetically acceptable as an 

adequate architectural feature that upgrades facades. Moreover their exploitation leads to 
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an energy conscious design which prevents densely populated urban areas in Cairo from 

transforming into a deteriorated natural environment [3]. 

2. The vertical garden 

The term Vertical Garden or vegetated façade has defined as a system which plants is grown 

on vertical surfaces such as a building facades and walls in an organized manner and systematic 

upkeep. Climbing plants are growing naturally on building facades by attaching themselves 

directly to vertical surfaces using several techniques. Self climbing climbers and self-supporting 

woody plants can attach themselves directly to the facade surface or grow along the facade 

without any support. The main item of green walls are plants, plants media, structures that 

support and attach plants to facade and the irrigation system that relies on the design [4] 

The maintenance is an important factor which should be discussed with the client before 

choosing the design of the facades to define the design criteria, the selection of plants and 

the type of vertical garden. Maintenance falls into a number of categories [5]: 

 Establishment maintenance occurs during the first one to two years after 

installation. For vegetation, this includes tasks such as pruning, weed control, and 

irrigation to ensure healthy and vigorous plant growth. 

 Recurrent maintenance for facades include standard of appearance, functionality 

and safety. For vegetation, includes tasks such as weeding, pruning, removal of leaf 

litter and, in some cases, mowing. 

 Cyclic maintenance includes maintenance of the underlying building structure and 

of specific components of the green wall system. 

Vertical gardens have many potentials and opportunities already visible, not only as an active 

contribution to environmental and Nature, but also, have main role to promote human Health [6]. 

2.1 Main types of green vertical garden 

Many criteria could be used to define different kinds of vertical gardens, according to the 

characteristics and development of plants, the type of growth substrates and the constructive system. 

2.1.1 Green façade 
The green facade wall is a kind of vertical garden system as the climbing plants grow on 

buildings [2]. As a mean of the plants to grow, the soil is put on the bottom of the wall or 

sometimes at the top. This method can takes from 3 to 5 years for the plants to fully grow 

and then to cover the whole facade. The common kind of climbing plants that are used in 

this system is the English Ivy. However, there is a problem when using this type of plant. 

The strong root of an English Ivy will cause the damage of the structure and become more 

difficult to remove it from the facade later. 

 Generally is used drip irrigation utilizing emission devices at the base of every plant or 

incorporated into a surrounding sprinkler system. 

Technological innovations have resulted in the development of new trellises, rigid 

panels and cable systems to support vines, while keeping them away from walls and other 

building surfaces. Two green facade systems that are often utilized are modular trellis panel 

and cable and wire-rope net systems. Each of these systems is described below: 

 Modular Trellis Panel System 
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The building block of this modular system is a solid, light weight, three-dimensional panel 

made from a powder coated galvanized and welded steel wire that supports plants with two 

faces grid and a panel depth [7]. This system is designed for holding  a green facade off the 

wall surface so that plant substances don't  append to the building, provides a ―captive 

"growing environment for the plant with multiple supports for the tendrils, and aids in 

maintaining the integrity of a building membrane as shown in [Figure-1]. Panels can be 

stacked and joined to cover large regions, or formed to create shapes and curves are made 

from recycled content steel. Because the panels are solid, they can span between structures 

and can also be used for freestanding green walls [8]. Irrigation is usually built-in and placed 

on automatic timers. This system may be susceptible to wet and dry areas and needs to be 

monitored. It is generally the least expensive option, costing 1000-1500 EGP /M
2
 installed. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Modular Trellis Panel System [8] 

 Cable and Wire-Rope Net Systems 

The cable and wire-rope net systems use the cables and a wire-net. Cables are worked on 

green facades that are designed to support the rapid growing of climbing plants in a more 

intense manner. Wire-nets are more flexible and provide a greater level of design applications 

than cables. Both systems use high tensile steel cables, anchors and supplementary equipment 

as shown in [Figure-2]. Various sizes and patterns can be received as flexible vertical and 

horizontal wire-ropes are connected through cross clamps [7, 10, 11] this is generally a less 

expensive option, costing 1500- 2000 EGP /M
2 
installed. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.Cable and Wire (left) Rope Net Systems (right) [8] 

2.1.2. Living walls 
The living walls are composed of more than one kind of plants. Using this method, 

groundcover plants are made possible to be planted vertically on the wall surface. It is made 

up of planted or vegetated unit's structures that are of plastics, metal, or other materials that 

are connected vertically to a structural cadre. This kind of the vertical garden usually needs 

more care and maintenance compared to the others as it has to support a great scope of plant 

species. The system of living walls is different according to the design and functions [12] 

 Modular living walls (Green screen) 

A modular living wall is inspired by the system of a green roof that uses units as a mean 

to support the growth of plants. 
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This system, the plant is supported by multiples panels that are of square and 

rectangular shapes in [Figure-3]. Each panel composed of growing medium that contains 

different soil and nutrients composition depending on the types of plant used. The irrigation 

type for this system is usually placed on top of the units in order to distribute the water 

through the growing media using gravity pulls [12]. Costs can be higher, generally ranging 

from 2000-3500 EGP /M
2
 installed. 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Modular living walls plant are supported by multiples panels [9] 

 Vegetated mat wall 

The 'Mur Vegetal' is a rare form of green facade system that is designed by the French 

botanist, Patrick Blanc as shown in [Figure-4]. In this system, the plant is supported by two layers 

of synthetic fabric with pockets. This fabric walls are later associated with a greater frame located 

on top of the wall surface layered with waterproof membrane to prevent from any damage to the 

existing wall due to its high moisture content. The irrigation system is usually built into the wall 

and plants are irrigated from the top of the wall, with a catch basin to capture the water below. In 

some systems this captured water can be re-circulated back into the irrigation system [13]. These 

walls are the most expensive and generally range from 5000-6000 EGP /M
2
 installed. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. The famous 'Mur Vegetal' designed by Patrick Blanc [14] 

2.2. Benefits of green facades and living walls 

There are important benefits to both the public and private strips resulting from the 

successful use of green walls. Green walls have a great potential for positive environmental 

change in dense urban areas, particularly given the large surface areas on buildings that are 

available for retrofitting to these technologies [15]. 

2.2.1. Environmental benefits 

 Increasing energy efficiency in buildings 

Green wall technology helps buildings become more energy sufficient and helps to 

reduce the urban heat island effect, absorb storm-water, and leads to reduced carbon 

emissions in [Figure-5]. It plays the role of protective barrier which provides better solar 

protections that can reduce the effect of the external load and the cooling need [16]. 

Previous observations indicated that green walls reduce the heat gain, and their surface 

temperature is lower than an exposed wall. 
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Fig. 5. Urban Heat Island effect profile 

Based on the analysis studies, the external surface of a green wall is up to 10°C cooler than an 

exposed wall; therefore the U-value for the green wall is usually lower and helps to reduce 

cooling loads. Previous studies demonstrated that non-vegetated areas could exceed temperatures 

of 50°C in July while vegetated areas remained at 25°C [17]. In winter, green wall techniques act 

as insulation layer by moving air between the plant and the wall and creating a buffer against the 

wind which reduces cool air coming in. The level of energy saving depends on many factors such 

as climate, building skin type, and density of plant coverage [18]. 

 Sound insulation 

In urban environments, plants and trees have been used as baffles against urban noise 

pollution. Plants, soil, and the trapped layer of air can absorb, reflect or deflect sound 

waves. So, green walls have a strong insulation that is better than (up to 30 db) than that of 

exposed wall, as shown in [Figure-6-] [19].The degree of sound insulation provided by the 

green wall depends mainly on elements that affect noise reductions including depth of the 

growing media, type of plants, and the materials used for the structural components of the 

living wall system, and the layer of air between the plants and the wall. In terms of sound 

control, the option of the suitable type of green wall technique depends mainly on the site 

conditions, climate conditions, and the function of the inner space [20, 21]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Sound absorption coefficient value comparison results between Ordinary wall and the 

vertical garden [21] 

2.2.2. Community and social benefits 

 Aesthetic Influences 

The utilization of vertical garden is a highly influenced method of transforming the 

urban landscape [22], through using advanced materials and technology to promote 

sustainable urban development [23]. Creative role of vertical garden as architectural 

solution to transform implement greenery factors for the restoration of old buildings 

definitely contribute in improvement the esthetical aspect of our cities [24]. 

 Based on performed studies to evaluate the esthetic influence and the level of perceived 

restoration that may be performed by putting green facades onto building,  integrated green walls 
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with Buildings were more preferred and considered more beautiful, esthetically pleasing, and 

restorative than those without vegetation. In addition, the importance of an adequate selection of 

plant species in the implementation of a green wall from the esthetic point of view. [25, 26, 27]. 

 Social Implications 

Living in urban environments, where surrounded by concrete, traffic, noise and 

pollution therefore has a profound negative impact on our physical and mental wellness. 

Greenery softens this hard environment, through provides a substantial and spiritual 

connection to nature that missing in the current city [28].  

According to scientific Studies, Simply having a view of greenery reduces symptoms 

stress and gives positive physiological responses .In addition, Plants promote human health 

and wellbeing, which lead to an increase in productivity and creativity [29]. 

2.2.3. Economics benefits 
The return on vertical garden investment may not seem obvious at first. But in fact, 

Economics benefits are associated with the environmental benefits of the vertical gardens [30]. 

to discover the economic benefits of  vertical gardens through the utilization of Plants  around 

buildings that,  reduce  the climatic stress,  Protect the construction integrity which , lead to 

Longevity of buildings. Furthermore, the utilization of vertical garden can reduce 

environmental effects on building façades therefore, which decreases energy consumption [31]. 

2.2.4. Utilizing vertical garden in a sustainable context 
Prospective development refers to a socio-ecological operation distinguished by the 

fulfillment of human needs while maintaining the quality of the natural environment. 

Prospective development could be performed by architects, town planners, engineers and 

manufacturers of building products working cooperatively to produce green buildings that 

are designed, built, or operated in an ecological way [32]. Green Architecture is an 

approach that assures the place of buildings within both local ecosystems and the global 

environment. Utilizing vertical garden is the practice of increasing energy efficiency, and 

reducing building effect on human health and the environment [33]. 

Therefore, Contribution of vertical garden technology in existing buildings and new 

ones improves Environmental, economic and social aspects since it covers issues like 

sustainability, energy saving, air quality, water efficiency, and acoustics and promote 

human health, wellbeing and satisfaction [34]. 

3. Integral vertical greening gardens and buildings 

Architecture and vegetation are fused together, turning the latter into a construction 

material, keeping the building relevant for an undefined time. The broad range of direct and 

indirect benefits along with the space availability for their implementation in buildings 

facades present many reasons to expect that green wall may play a main role as green 

concepts within forthcoming sustainable urban plans. Indoor air quality could be 

guaranteed by means of the bio-filtration effect of living walls, while the cooling effect of 

the current systems would permit lower energy requirements [32, 34]. 

By this part of the paper,  The case studies of redeveloped and new projects  are being analyzed 

to recognize the benefits of  integrate vertical greening gardens and  buildings as an approach to 

energy saving and reduction of heat island effect, in addition to other environmental benefits. 
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3.1 Consorcio Santiago offices, Santiago, 1993 

An outstanding example of this new vision for intelligent building envelopes is shown 

in Consorcio Vida building in Santiago, Chile; one of the main distinguishing 

characteristics of the project is the use of dynamic shading presented by deciduous vines 

that grow to almost the full size of the West facade. They were conceived as a ―vertical 

garden‖, sixteen stories high adding a green region that contributes to improve the 

environmental quality of the zone as shown in [figure-7] [35]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Concept drawing for the green façade (left) .Detail Vertical Section (right) [33]. 

Utilizing the green wall on the Western side of the office building presents a gap 

between the plants and the glass of the office building. The green wall and curtain wall is 

called a double facade. The double facade allows for hot air to keep the building cool and 

creates a moisture microclimate in the dry Santiago valley where it is located. The green 

wall also presents an interesting view for an office [36], as shown in [Figure-8].  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Colorful facade at autumn (left), Green facade at summer (right) [36] 

3.2. Edith Green-Wendell Wyatt Federal Building, Portland,2013 

It was built in 1975 at 18 stories and established of concrete and glass and the renewing 

project was completed in 2013. Renewing project depended on the vertical fins to shade the 

western facade in the spring and summer and in the winter the plants go away and warm 

the building. Additionally , captured rainwater from the roof and grey water from the 

interior plumbing are used to irrigate the green facade .Now  the building is  using 60-65 % 

less energy than comparable buildings  [37-38], as shown in [Figure-9].  

 

 

 
Fig. 9.The living wall in the original design (left) for the Building has been replaced with a 

system of aluminum rods (right) [38] 
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3.3 The EDITT Tower, Singapore, 1998 

The building façade elements and vegetation were  fused together to enhance the indoor 

air quality, saving energy and  improve the environmental quality.Incorporated a  vegetation  

with façade is designed to be continuous and to ramp upwards from the ground plane to the 

upper most floor by way of a linked landscaped ramp .The area of  green façade is 3818 M
2
 

So, the plants were selected  from  indigenous plants to assure  that the  vegetation be  

incorporated in the design  which would compliment the enviromental view. The green 

façades' irrigation system  depended on grey water.  [39], as shown in [Figure-10].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. EDITT Tower (left), The Planting concept (right) [39]. 

4. Vertical green garden as a sustainable urban perspective in Cairo 

The paper is presenting an analytical study in three stages: 

The first stage consist of a proposed checklist of the design considerations for vertical 

greening garden which suites the Egyptian Society.  

The second stage discusses the citizens' prior knowledge towards vertical garden. 

Which helps in analyzing the citizens’ concerns about the vertical garden and shows the 

social acceptance towards using green walls on building facades? 

The third stage represents the analysis of architects that reflects the importance of each 

design element for vertical greening garden to achieve sustainable urban perspectives in Cairo.  

4.1 Proposed checklist of design considerations for vertical garden 

The checklist consists of architectural, environmental, economical and construction 

considerations of vertical gardens. 

The paper, through conducting a deep theoretical review, could define checklist of 

design considerations for vertical greening garden as shown in [Table -1]. 

Table 1.  

Proposed checklist of design considerations for vertical garden [Source – Researcher] 

Architectural considerations Environmental  considerations 

Vertical garden types Reduced energy use & temp. control  

Location of façade Noise reduction via insulation  

Aesthetic and urban design Improved indoor air quality  

Green wall is compatible with building 

design 

Adapting to climate change 

Native plant material which  adaptable to 

local weather conditions 

Integrate - landscape, biomass & 

biodiversity 

Determining a plant’s hardiness  Reduce urban heat Island 
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Table 1. (Cont.) 

Facade surface area Improved public health and wellbeing 

Plant material selection Planting bed/ soil preparation  

Economical considerations construction considerations 

Irrigation installation costs. Availability of drainage system 

Materials cost Protection to building structure 

Installation of the system components, plants 

and plant materials 

Utilizing grey water technology 

Maintenance expenses  Green wall is compatible with the type of 

construction  

 Irrigation availability 

4.2 Methods  

The questionnaires were designed by editing a set of questions which investigate and 

identify the significance of vertical garden. 60 questionnaires were distributed randomly to 

residents. In addition, 50 questionnaires' copies were distributed equally to landscape 

engineers and architects. The researcher had to explain and clarify the questionnaire type 

every time, but without explaining the purpose of the questionnaire to avoid directing the 

answers to a certain direction 

All questionnaires were unloaded and scheduled manually (uploaded data tables), and 

then information is entered into computer by using a program for statistical researches 

"SPSS" to prepare the required statistical operations. 

The statistical operations are divided into two basic stages: Descriptive analysis was used 

to determine the central tendency of the sample, where a variable are collected in the scales. 

It was used to calculate the values of the different variables of the questionnaire. Standard 

deviation: It shows the degree of dispersion and distribution of the values of the variables, i.e. 

the extent of dispersion of these values with respect to a variable, i.e. the degree of proximity 

or distance among them as well as the frequency through which it shows the number of 

experts who chose the relative weight of the question between (1-5) as (1) is the lowest 

relative weight, and (5) is the highest relative weight and (0) is inappropriate. 

Component Analysis (Factor Analysis) analysis of architects and landscape engineers’ 

choices on the bases of suggested checklist of design considerations for green wall  

(variables) to identify the weight and significance of each diversity and to be able to reduce 

the variables to less ones. If the number is greater than 0.5, the variable is strong, and if it is 

less than 0.5., the variable is weak. 

A. Citizens' Prior Knowledge towards Vertical Garden 

  Primary observations in Cairo neighborhoods confirmed preliminary evidence that 

some vertical garden, such as balcony planting, container system, and direct green screens 

especially cable system, are a part of Cairo citizens' architectural patterns in [Figure-11]. 

The main aim of the survey is to discover the citizens prior knowledge about vertical garden. 
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Fig. 11. Randomly selected buildings showing balcony planting, container system, and direct 

green screens especially cable system. Cairo. [Source – Researcher] 

Table 2.  

Frequency Distribution of Citizens' Prior Knowledge towards Vertical Garden [Source – Researcher] 

The benefits of vertical garden Citizens' Prior Knowledge 

Yes No Positive 

percentage 

Utilizing green wall 47 13 78.33% 

Green wall implementation 39 21 65% 

Aesthetic Influences 60 0 100% 

promoting human health and wellbeing 51 9 85% 

Improved indoor air quality 33 27 55% 

Reducing energy use 12 48 20% 

Noise reduction 12 48 20% 

Positive Impact on building envelope  38 22 63.33% 

Maintenance expenses 32 28 53.33% 

Plant Selection 28 32 46.67% 

Orientation of green wall 42 8 70% 

As presented in table (2) 78.33% of the citizens agreed on utilizing green wall .All of 

the citizens agreed that green walls provide aesthetic influences. Moreover 85% of the 

citizens admitted the green walls has a great influence on promoting human health since by 

adding  green walls in Cairo is one of the significant methods for reducing the percentage 

of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and other poisonous gases .  

On the other side, only 20% of the citizens admitted that green walls reduce energy 

consumption and noise. In addition, 46.67% of the citizens were aware of the types of the 

plants that should be selected. According to the financial perspective, 53.33% of the 

citizens agreed that green walls will cost a considerable maintenance expenses.  Some 

citizens had concerns with presence of insects, maintenance expenses, survival of plants 

and continuous care which green wall needed. 

  B.  Architects' opinions About the Vertical Garden as a sustainable urban Perspective. 
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Table 3.  

Descriptive Analysis of the Importance of Main Design Considerations for Vertical 

Garden [Source – Researcher] 

the main design considerations Mean % Std. Deviation Frequency% 

Architectural Considerations 65.92 7..474.4 7..76 

Construction Considerations 69.95 1.66.7. 7..72 

Economical  Considerations 24.76 6..11.7 26.61 

Environmental Considerations 69.26 1.4766. 52.3 

As presented in table (3) the highest percentage of the main design considerations was 

construction considerations 29.95% which indicated that structural integrity of the building must 

be verified prior to consideration of retrofitting the building with a green wall. The environmental 

considerations were the second rank and the architectural considerations were at the third. 

Table 4.  

Descriptive analysis & Component Analysis of The Importance of Design 

Considerations for Vertical Garden [Source – Researcher] 

Design considerations for vertical  

garden 

Descriptive analysis 
Component 

analysis 

Mean% 
Std. 

Deviation 
Variance 1 2 

Architectural Considerations 

Vertical  garden types 14.44 1.2087 ..774 .895 .378 

Location of façade 12.84 ..6246 ..741 .606 .296 

Green wall is compatible with 

building design 
13.78 ..7767 ..346 0.867 0.578 

Aesthetic and urban design 13 1.1741 2.7658 ..12. ...43 

Native plant material which  

adaptable to local weather conditions 
12.01 .98821 ..243 .737 -.096- 

Determining a plant’s hardiness 11.16 .8346 ..347 .561 .381 

Facade surface area 11.17 ..7432 ...17 .509 -.122- 

Plant material selection 11.6 ..3443 ..1.4 .575 .041 

Construction Considerations 

Green wall is compatible with the 

type of construction 
25.3 2.3992 2.676 .887 -.008- 

Protection to building structure 17.07 ..6267 ..776 .679 .089 

Utilizing grey water technology 13.13 1.7800 2.882 .439 .663 

Availability of drainage system and 

water proofing 
23.1 2.8316 6.701 .826 -.272- 

Irrigation availability 21.4 2.0150 2.559 .721 -.114- 

Economic Considerations 

Irrigation installation costs. 27.3 4.5522 2.320 .726 .065 

Materials cost 18.1 3.9768 2.612 .474 .676 

Installation of the system components, 

plants and plant materials 
29.5 4.6538 2.501 .761 -.217- 

Maintenance expenses 25.1 2.1099 2.439 .747 -.048- 

Environmental Considerations 

Reduced energy use & temp. control 12.79 3.8911 1.425 .878 .096 

Noise reduction via insulation 13.66 3.7125 ..7.7 .845 .292 
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Table 4. (Cont.) 

Improved indoor air quality 13.22 4.0201 ..344 .867 .184 

Adapting to climate change 11.91 3.6127 ..334 .859 -.119- 

Integrate - landscape & biodiversity 11.92 3.8332 ..716 .720 -.120- 

Reduce urban heat Island 12.3 3.7665 2.494 .835 -.306- 

Improved public health and wellbeing 12.1 3.8334 ..326 .756 .385 

planting bed/ soil preparation 12.1 2.2986 ..777 .787 .389 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Shows a Descriptive analysis (Mean) of Architectural and Construction Considerations 

As presented in [Figure-12-], Most of the Architects agreed upon several architectural 

elements, the most important element was the vertical garden type which is chosen 

according to the financial budget and the constructional considerations. Moreover, there 

was other architectural elements for instance, green wall is compatible with building 

design, aesthetic and urban design and location of façade and plants selection. However, 

the least demanded element was determining a plant’s hardiness.  On the other side, there 

were several demanded  construction considerations of vertical garden such as  green wall 

is compatible with the type of construction , availability of drainage system and water 

proofing, irrigation availability and protection to building structure. However, the least 

importance element was utilizing grey water technology. 

 As shown in [Figure-13-], the most expensive elements were installation of the system 

components and irrigation installation. However, the lowest costs were the plant materials 

and maintenance expenses. 

On the other side, all the variables of environmental considerations were significant and 

important. So, incorporation of vertical gardens with buildings is achieving expected 

environmental aspects. 
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Fig. 13. Shows a Descriptive analysis of Economic and Environmental Considerations 

5. Finding and recommendation 

The paper managed to understand the citizens' perceptions and concerns about vertical 

garden and to outline the importance of design considerations of vertical garden according 

to architect’s point of view, through conducting a profound theoretical and practical 

analysis. The paper concluded a checklist of design considerations for vertical garden 

which is shown in two stages: 

The first stage composes of theoretical review of vertical gardens' types,  its benefits  

and international  experiments for utilizing vertical garden.  The main aim of this stage is to 

determine the elements of design considerations of vertical garden shown in [Table -1].  

The second stage, the paper depended on frequency distribution, descriptive and 

component Analysis of the Proposed design considerations of vertical garden, as shown in 

[Tables - 2 -3].   The defined variables , utilized and conducted  from analytical study , that  

aim to  provide a Relative weights checklist of design considerations for vertical  garden, as 

shown in [Table -4 ],  that can be applied on any form of green wall design in  existing 

buildings and new ones ,Among the findings of this study are the following: 

 Architectural Considerations 

Architectural Considerations represent 25.93% of design Considerations, Which 

utilizing to retrofit the building with a vertical garden through, choosing  Suitable vertical 

garden's type with the building [3.74%]   Green wall is compatible with building design 

[3.35% ],Location of utilized green  façade [3.33%]  , plant material  is commensurate with 

local climatic conditions [3.1%], native plant material (3.11%) and determining  utilized  

plants' hardiness [2.98%] . 

Aesthetic and urban design represent 3.37% of architectural considerations through  

Adding more green spaces in the city might prove to be one of the more effective ways of 

coming to grips with urban changes. It is clear that urban green spaces are about more than 

just recreation and visual appeal. 

According to citizens' perceptions, vertical gardens  an increasingly important factor in 

making cities of tomorrow more livable By bringing nature to  buildings.  Additionally 

vertical gardens can help to address the lack of green spaces in Cairo city . 
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 Construction Considerations 

Construction Considerations represented 29.95% of design Considerations. The green 

wall is compatible with the type of construction was represented 7.58 % of Construction 

Considerations and Protection to building structure[4.35%]  which  must be verified prior 

to consideration of retrofitting the building with a green wall . Architects  and landscape 

engineers must consider in  Availability of water system  which was represented 6.41 % of 

Construction Considerations and also, Possibility to use grey water technology [3.93%]. 

 Economic Considerations 

Economic considerations were represented 14.76 % of design considerations that were  

achieved  through Availability of material for maintenance [3.7%] , suitable Prices of 

irrigation installation [4.03 %], installation of the system components [4.35 %], plants and 

suitable prices of plant materials [2.67 % ]. 

  According to citizens' perceptions and concerns, the most significant concern is an 

economic factor. Their concerns were maintenance expenses, plants prices and installation 

of vertical garden on building.   

On the other side, The architects found solution for these weak points like encouraging 

the companies and institutes which aiming to achieve sustainability to execute the 

maintenance of green walls and set up green walls on buildings. 

Table 4. 

 Relative weights' checklist of design considerations for vertical garden [source- researcher] 
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 Environmental Considerations 

The main focus of environmental concept is utilizing green wall for cooling, refreshing the 

indoor environment and helping decrease the heat gain from the outdoor, thus reduce the use of 

energy. And make buildings biologically lively, through incorporate nature with buildings. 

Obviously, incorporation of vertical gardens with buildings are achieving expected 

environmental aspects like, increasing energy efficiency, reducing the urban heat island effect, 

noise reductions and providing air quality. Furthermore, vertical gardens have aesthetic, 

physiological and psychological benefits which promote human health, wellbeing and satisfaction  

 Certainly, adding more vertical gardens in Cairo specially new cities are beyond  visual 

interest But, they are one of the most successful methods for grasping the lack of green 

spaces, improving the environmental aspects , public health and achieving sustainable 

urban context. So utilizing of vertical gardens are an inexorable vital factor to make urban 

areas in Cairo more livable. 
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 الحديقة الراسية كمنظور عمراني مستدام في القاهرة

 العربى الملخص

تشهد  صرههم ا ههتص صيارههيعاي تههماتي يتاههتاصح اههض صة اههي إ صةتقههماج صعح  ئةههض تء هه  صة  ههي يح صة قههمص  ي 

اهه    هه يم صشههييئ ة م ههج صفههئ صةملههيو يصة  ههتم ياههيامث صةمههلا صةتمصااههج اههض صة اههي إ صةتقههماج . يةهه ة  تميههل 

صة اصتج صةتتف ج  ع ض اتصئ  يتءا يح صةت صئإ صةمصت ج  يتهئ ة  شهييئ صةت م هج اهض صةءهيامث صه  سههم  ص هيا ج صةته صئإ 

صةمصت ج  اض تتء إ اتصئ  ة م ج يصجا يع ج يصياريعاج يت مث اض صةت مج صةتقهماج اصح صةثفياهج صة هثيا ج صةتية هج. يعههيث 

صةقهت  ع هض عه ث صصف هج عية  هج ااثيصهئ ا دهي  صةاره  ر صة ت هياح ة  تاهض  صه   ع ض اة  , ت  ط اه   صة اصتهج صةتتف هج

 صةت صئإ صةمصت ج  ةيعاتيااي صاظتا صت ياح يع مصاض ص ا صم  ة تصجدج صة شييئ صةت م ج يأزصج صةاييج.

صة  هاءت  ج تد و صة اصتج صةتتف ج  ئةض تء ار ييئ ج صمجت ج ةار  ر صةت صئإ صةت تعاج يأعصث ص هيع ث ة مدهتع 

ةاتلال يتال   صتامصت م ج صةت صئإ صةمصت ج  اض صةءيامث. يعههيث ع هض اةه  , تاهييه اه   صةتايهج صتماهج ص هتءج 

 ة  ثين  ياؤاادر اتت اتصئ   تثيصئ صةت صئإ صةمصت ج ص   صة تياض  صةتتصصئ صةاض تإثم ع ض تال  اي .

صيزصن ا هت ج  ةهعاتهياصح صةاره  ر ة ته صئإ صةمصته ج  يأس مص , ت اار صة اصتج صةتتف ج  ةءيئ ج صمجت ج اصح  

يصةت اهه  صهه  صةات هه يح متهها  صم تءا ههج صةتهه صئإ صةمصتهه ج اههض صة تههياض  ةيعاتيااههي تءا ههج صتاثههمث ة ا ههج ة اا  ههج 

 صةت مصاض ي صة ت ياح اض صةءيامث.صةت مصا ج صة  ا صصج صةاض تايتب صةد ثئ 

 م صا صلأسقم , صةتصجدج صة قمص  , أاظ ج صةت اءج صةمصت ج , تتا م صةاييج.  اءج صةمصت ج , صة: الكلمات المفتاحية

 

 

  

 

 


